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Abstract. The article is devoted to the development of the neuroprocessor system (NPS) model 

based on the clustering and the analysis of the obtained fuzzy structures. The production model of 

explicit and implicit parallelism is suggested. The given model could be used for the intelligent 

compiler development and for the choice of the optimal technical parameters, such as NPS modules 

number, the firmware memory volume, the system productivity etc. 

Introduction 

The sequential nature of the computational process based on the J. Von Neumann’s principles [1] 

shows the low productivity of the system in the whole. The vast majority of the memory cells are 

inactive during the process. So, the resource usage of the hardware is quite low [4]. Besides, the 

developer is forced to adapt the decision algorithm to the hardware structures available.  

On the other side, the engineering realization of the theoretical neurons developed by W. McCulloch 

and W. Pitts [2] represented in the form of the neuroprocessors allows to get rid of the drawbacks 

mentioned above. Besides, with the using of the neuroprocessor system (NPS) [5] the developer can 

easily adapt it to the nature of the task being solved.  

The cluster systems development brought to life several problems, such as a problem of the 

effective cluster partitioning [8,10]. Another problem is that of the more profound explicit and 

implicit parallelism analysis for the development of the high-productive parallel hardware using the 

“intelligent” compilation elements like VLIW, EPIC, SIMD etc. architectures.  

The goal of the work is cluster neuroprocessor structures development for the creation of the 

new class of the intellectual systems using explicit and implicit parallelism [7] with “intelligent” 

compilation elements.  

The main task is to develop the designing procedure for the cluster NPSs and the explicit and 

implicit parallelism analysis of the structures obtained, which can be implemented according to the 

different technical parameters, such as performance, the firmware memory volume and NPS 

modules number. 

The explicit parallelism model of the NPS choice system production 

The suggested model of choice is based on the functional principle. According to it, the set of 

operations is considered the main criteria [3].  

On the first stage, according to the functional principle, the NPS is seen as a totality of the 

hardware embodied on the base of the chosen hardware base. 

Thus here is the choice of the hardware base with the set of commands, productivity and value [9]. 

The projectable computational structure of the NPS is functioning according to the data processing 

and data transfer algorithms NjA j ,1,)(  , Each of them is represented by a tuple of operations 

 rLq

j OOOOOOA ...,,,,...,, 121

)( with the length of || )( jA  or the algorithms of contraction, 
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filtering cull etc. 

The mathematical solution is represented in the finding of the representation 

LlKmMKO mmI ,1;,1};{  ,                                               (1) 

where the multitude of the commands of the specified set of the integrated circuit  

},...,,{ 21 mMKMKMKMK  is considered as the inner computing system (CS) language. mMK  – is 

the minimal number of commands performing an operation IO . The system of the commands 

applied in NM 640X is used here as an example.  

The second stage depends on the projecting task (1) solution. Here the correspondence between 

each j -th processing algorithm and the processing software 
)( jPR  is found. It is done with the 

determinate representation: 

NjPRA jj ,1,)()(                                                            (2) 

The data processing software 
)( jPR  is represented as a tuple of commands: 

 Mi

j MKMKMKMKPR ,...,,...,, 21

)( .  

The main characteristics of the software under cincern 
)( jPR  are: the software length || )( jPR , 

defined as a general number of the commands compiling the; software run time 



1m

mtT
, where 

mt – the run time of the m -th command. The B expression (2) in the general case defines the 

compilation process of the single-procession version of the NPS. And it corresponds to the 

centralized data processing structure.  

To solve the task of the partition 
)( jPR  the authors introduce a conception of the equality of the 

CLl и CLk clusters of the some processing software PR
(j)

: CLl = CLk, Further the equality will be 

considered as an equality of the lengths of the specified clusters CLl = CLk and their coincidence to 

within the command Mki
(k)

=MKi
(l)

, PR
(j)

=<MKi,MK1,...MKj>, so that. 

                                        (3) 

To define and to introduce the clusters the authors suggest using the theoretic-set model based on 

the conception of equivalence [4]. 

Further the concept of the cluster structure SSw   is introduced. The cluster structure is a ratio 

between the running sub-programs kl RORO,  concurrency in the form of the clusters CLl и Clk  [6] 

by two different neuroprocessors or modules: PRCLCLCLSCL klkwl ,; of the projectable NPS. 

Then on the third construction stage the multitude of the various cluster structures SSw  , is 

defined. These structure allow some data j -th processing software PR  to put the multitude of the 

clusters into the coincidence CLl WwliCLPRSS iw ,1;,1};{:                     (4) 

The expression (4) defines the explicit parallelism analysis and is corresponding to the 

distributed structure SSw   of the NPS.   

The fourth stage is connected with the optimal choice of the data processing NPS structure 

according to the given construction strategy. In includes the minimum of the hardware and software 

and is satisfactory to the production requirements. 

Thus, the data processing NPS structure wS  puts into the correspondence some j  -th data 

processing software PR  and the totality of the independent and unequal clusters CLl, the number 

of which is is equal to the number of the equivalence classes L , and ratio ( lRO ) is defined by the 

order of the equivalence class order ( la  ):  
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j ,1;,1},){(,,1 )(                                        (5) 

Further the authors look through the following alternatives of the task solution (5) in the form of 

the Expert system production model.  

The Production Model of the Expert System for the NPS Choice 

In the task (5) solving process there are the following variants of the NPS structure organization. 

1. The equivalence classes number is equal to L , and the order of each l -th class is equal to 

|| la . Then i -th data processing NPS algorithm is put into the correspondence with the data totality 

which id\s defined according to (5)/ So, this case is the most general and it characterizes the 

multineuroprocessor structure like MKMD (according to Flinn), because it presupposes not only the 

relations between the elements inside one class like in the matrix structure, but also the relations 

between the elements of different classes like in the pipeline structure. 

The alternative structures of the data processing NPS considered below are possible depending 

on the build of the specified j -th data structure 
)( jPR , but, more precisely, on the data transfer 

between these structures. 

 Let’s assume that the data exchange between the representative of the LlCLl ,1,  clusters, is 

performed sequentially from one to another. 

If the elements inside the l -го class structure are interacting sequentially then let’s appoint the 

number of the fuzzy sets (FS) for the case   L=lq,=a 1,1  , equal to qL=N 0 , and for the 

general case  
L

=l

laL=N
1

0 . As a result, the already known pipeline structure is obtained. And the 

hardware and software and temporary characteristics for the system sre defined by the following 

correlations. 

The obtained system with the number of the computing facilities qL=N 0  is functioning 

according to the clusters for the case   L=lq,=a 1,1  : 
L

=l

lCLq=CL
1

 and for general case 


L

=l

M

=m

lmCL=CL
1 1

. The data processing time is calculated on the formulae: (1)

r i

r RO
l

T = q t


 , 

 

1

L
l

i
r l

l= r RO
l

T = a t


  correspondingly for the first and for the second case. 

If for the elements within the l -the class the data is required simultaneously then let’s appoint 

the number of the NCS modules for the case   L=lq,=a 1,1  , equal to qL=N 0 , and for the 

general case  lLl amaxL=N 0 . The obtained structure is called the vector-pipeline NCS structure. 

If the data is required simultaneously for all the users during the processing, then then the number 

0N
 of the processor modules is appointed to be qL=N 0  L=l 1, ;   qal   и  

L

=l

la=N
1

0  for the 

general case. As a result, the matrix neurocomputer structure of the data processing is obtained.  

In the most general case during the input data processing the input data can be required by some 

neurorpocessors simultaneously or be transferred sequentially between a number of the rest. In 

other words, the line of the tasks is parallelized like in the vector structure, and the other line of the 

tasks is parallelized like in the pipeline. As a result, the complicated pipeline-vector or vector-

pipeline computer system structure. The number of the neuroprocessors in such a structure in the 

system is defined according to the known correlation. Nevertheless, two more aspects should be 

mentioned. First, the pipeline, pipeline-vector, vector, vector-pipeline and in matrix structure in the 

general forms are considered as a multitude of the various configurations. Each of them should also 
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be classified, e.g. with the using of the linguistic variables based on the fuzzy sets principle [11]. 

Second, the complicated multineuroprocessor systems can be implemented with the help of the 

crystal based on the multinuclear processors.  The given correlations can be considered the basic 

for the expert system learning.  

The Implicit Parallelism Analysis by Means of Multicriterial Fuzzy Choice 

In practice, the NPS constructing process is a complicated multicriterial task of the choice of the 

structure from the obtained variety wS S . The decision-maker should make choice of the best 

alternative on the base of the estimation of each one. So, this person makes a decision guided by the 

totality of the discrepant criteria: speed ( RT/1 ), the number of the firmware memory volume 

( | |MP ), the microprocessor modules ( 0N ), the downtime (Tпр ) etc. To specify the choice it is 

suggested to rate all the listed above criteria according to the strategic construction importance. The 

process is suggested to be called the construction strategy. 

The suggested multicriterial choice methodology is based on the fuzzy sets. Within the fuzzy sets 

the characteristic function has a segment  ],[ baE  as a definitional domain and the linguistic 

variables are its elements. 

The introduction of fuzziness allows to model the smooth change of the multineuroprocessor 

realization properties according to the qualitative structure connections. This factor is the most 

important for the neurolike webs. And the solving of the task of choice is conducted simultaneously 

with the decision-making procedure [12].  

The decision-maker estimates the structures and the criteria using the concepts of the fuzzy 

variables or terms Tt  . And each variable has a a definitional domain in the form of the segment 

],[ baE  and a membership function )(emt , so }),({ eemt t . 

The suggested methodology is based on the two kinds of the fuzzy variables. The first is a 

binary linguistic variable called “the criteria significance ratio” 1| jjR  or “the structures utility 

ratio” 1| jjQ . The second is the unary linguistic variable called “the qualitative estimation of the 

criterion” )(xmzj  or “the qualitative structure utility estimation” ),(, yxm sizj . 

The value of the binary linguistic variables of “the criteria significance ratio” and “the structures 

utility ratio” are built by using a fuzzy algorithm method. The algorithm presupposes the rules of 

the “If A than B” from. Two and more rules of the fuzzy statements are united with the conjunction 

“else”, e.g.  “If A than B else C” = ][*][]][[ CABA  or («If A than B else C»)= 

/ ( ),1 / ( )A Am B m C . 

The significance estimation of each previous criterion in the list is carried out according to the 

construction strategy and with the implementation of the composition rule. 

1,...,2,1,1|1   nnjRZZ jjjj  . And the fuzzy set membership function jZ  is a result of the 

maxmin operation:  

1 | 1( ) ( ) ( , )zj zj Rj j

y Y

m x m y m y x 



 . 

To obtain the weighs of the significance criteria the fuzzy sets are transformed into scalars. It is 

done using one of the known methods, e.g. choosing of the binary variable value with which the 

membership function reaches its maximum. Then the scalar estimations of the criteria significance 

are scaled and normalized. As a result, each of the criteria gains weight 11,,
1

 
n

=l

li Wn;=lW . 

According to the described principle the normalized utility evaluation on each j -th criterion ijF . 

is calculated from the linguistic estimates of the utility ratio.  
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The integral characteristic of the multicriterial fuzzy choice suggested is the additive utility 

function iU , calculated in the final part of the methodology described for the alternatives of the 

structure wS
 of the data processing according to the totality of all the criterions. Besides, the 

obtained variants are rated according to the volume  
n

j=

ijji FWU
1

. 

The preferable alternative of the structure SSw   NPS with the maximum utility function is 

defined in correspondence to the obtained data.  

As a result, the inferencing algorithm including the following steps was created: 

1. The carrier choice and the obtaining of the initial distribution. 

2. The constructing strategy definition through the rating of the specified criteria. 

3. The definition of the value of the binary linguistic variables as «the criteria significance 

ratio» 1| jjR , which is calculated according to the composition rule 1|1  jjjj RZZ  , with the 

criterion choice beginning from the last one 1,...,2,1  nnj . 

4. The acquisition of the “the qualitative structure utility estimation” using the formula 

1 | 1( ) ( ) ( , )zj zj Rj j

y Y

m x m y m y x 



 . 

5. The acquisition of the scalar estimations 
k

jX , thus the definition of the number of the 

carriers at which the criteria volumes reach 1. 

6. The estimation scaling on the formula 1)1(3  k

ji XH . 

7. The normalized weighs acquisition on the formula: 
1

/
n

j j j

j

W H H


  . 

8. The definition of the binary linguistic variables volumes “the structures utility ratio” on the 

formula: 1|1  jjjj RZZ  , with the choice of the structure beginning from the first. 

9. The definition of “the qualitative structure utility estimation” value according to the formula 

1 | 1( ) ( ) ( , )zj zj Rj j

y Y

m x m y m y x 



 . 

10.  The acquisition of the scalar estimations 
k

ijY , i. e. The definition of the number of the 

carriers at which the structure volumes reach 1. 

11.  The estimation scaling on the formula 1)1(3  k

ijij YH . 

12.  The normalized weighs acquisition 
1

/
n

ij ij ij

j

F H H


  . 

13.  The calculations iteration from the p.8 for the whole set of the criterions. 

14.  The calculation of the additive utility function on the formula: ij

n

j

ji FWU *
1




  alternative 

structures of the neurocomputer realization of the constructing neurocomputer on the all criteria 

totality according to the construction strategy. 

15.  The output of the logical solution neurocomputer construction result. 

The information given above and the strategies formulated are the input data for the inferencing 

algorithm functioning. All the information obtained is put into a table. The table also contains the 

sections of the qualitative criteria estimation 1|1  jjjj RZZ  , scalar estimations jX , scaled 

estimatio 1)1(3  k

ijij YH and normalized weights jW  for each criterion 
1

/ , 1,
n

j j j

j

W H H j n


  .  

Further the binary linguistic relations of the utility alternatives are built on each criteria. Then the 

similar calculations of the ijY
, scaled estimations ijH , formalized weights ijF , which are also 

included into the table. 
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On the base of the obtained data the additive utility function iU  is calculated of the alternative 

neuromicroprocessor structure variants of the neurocomputer realization on the totality of all given 

criteria: 3.0*
1

1 


ij

n

j

j FWU ; 32.0* 2

1

2 


j

n

j

j FWU ; 38.0* 3

1

3 


j

n

j

j FWU . 

Conclusion 

The article is devoted to the generalized NPS construction model. The model is based on the 

clustering in the form of the equivalence classes. The expert system for the implicit parallelism 

analysis is suggested. The analysis is conducted by means of the multicriterial fuzzy choice. It is 

used for the intelligent compiler realization, carried out according to the different technical 

parameters. The compiler is developed taking into consideration different technical parameters and 

the construction strategy: speed  RT/1 , the firmware memory volume  | |MP , the microprocessor 

modules number  0N . The suggested model is independent on the specific algorithms and doesn’t 

define the tasks class. But the receiving of the specific NPS structure will depend on the algorithm 

and thus on the tasks class.  

The results of the experimental research adduced in the Table 1, show the preferred variant of the 

vector-pipeline realization of the structure with the maximal utility function 

This shows the similarity of the acquired results both on the commands and on the data. 
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